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SHRADDHANJALI

TO OUR BELOVED
BOARD MEMBER
SHRI SHAKTI EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Shri A. RANGA RAO

Passed away on 8-3-2020.
His loss will be deeply felt by all he knew and served.
You have been our greatest source of inspiration and commitment, with a heart that radiated
love and warmth through all of us. We always remember you as a perfect gentleman, a true
professional, a learned, energetic, dedicated administrator and also a very kind person at heart.
Your sudden demise came as a shock to all of us. It is not only an irreparable loss to the family
but also to all of us at your extended family as a whole. Your charismatic presence will be
missed by all of us in the entire Shri Shakti family.
You remain fondly in our hearts forever and we cherish your memories.
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Each and every alphabet
in this magazine is due
to the efforts of entire
SSCHM Team Few names
are printed, few are not;
but the bond between all
of us, which developed
during the compilation of
VIBGYOR-2020, can be felt
and enjoyed for ever.
Special Thanks to
Meghana Graphics, 11-5-398/2,
Red Hills, Lakdikapul, Hyderabad-500004. For their valuable
inputs in giving this magazine
it’s final look.
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annual update, before going to press. However, the editor and publisher shall not be
held directly responsible for any inadvertent
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which may occur despite our best efforts.
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Welcome to the VIBGYOR- 2020, a
yearly magazine about the life of the
College. If you’re thinking about the
name of the magazine is, to be sure,
a nod to the most distinctive feature
‘’Colour of Life’- A majestic picture just
waiting to be painted on the canvas
of life. As we close our eyes, the vivid,
harsh, beautiful colors dip and prance
over the page. They twist, turn and pull
each other into shapes and forms. It
also speaks to a pervasive that the College holds a unique and central place
in a student’s life.
Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key elements of
a successful education, and a college
magazine is the perfect amalgamation
of both. It harnesses the creative energies of the academic community, and
distils the essence of their inspired imagination in the most brilliant way possible. .

the SSCHMians’ way of life, their creativity and activities. This magazine
is a platform that exhibits the literary
skills and innovative ideas of teachers
and students. “VIBGYOR” presents the
hard work and dedication of students
and contributions of teachers and
hoteliers. I would like to thank all my
editorial team members for helping
me to pull this through. I express my
considerable appreciation to all the authors of the articles in this magazine.
These contributions have required a
generous amount of time and effort. It
is this willingness to share knowledge,
concerns and special insights with fellow beings that has made this magazine possible. Thank you all and Happy
Reading!!

Ms. Sai Priya
Copy Editor

A.Maria Sherleena
Student Coordinator

Ms Preeti Bhutada
Department Editor

Shourya Singh Thakur

V.Himateja

Student Coordinator

Department Editor

Student Coordinator

This magazine gives an insight into
8

Ms. Ishika Bharke
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Abhishek Vasam

Student Coordinator

Chairman’s
Message

My Dear Students,

PROF.VENUGOPAL RAO
DIRECTOR
(Accredited with ‘A+’Grade by NAAC)

DIRECTORATE OF
ACADEMIC AUDIT
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD500 007
Telephone No.27097605

Trust you all are experiencing an excellent start in the
new year 2020. Strive hard to do your best and make it
a memorable year. I congratulate you for choosing an
exciting career & a very good educational institute for
pursuing your studies in your chosen field. Follow the
guidance of your faculty and tune yourselves to become
pioneers in this filed. Be focused and give it your best
shot.
As you may be aware, the Indian tourism and hospitality
industry has emerged as one of the key drivers of growth
among the services sector in India. Tourism in India has
significant potential considering the rich cultural and
historical heritage, variety in ecology, terrains and places
of natural beauty spread across the country. Tourism is
also a potentially large employment generator besides
being the third largest foreign exchange earner for India.
The World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC), the global
authority on travel and tourism, has done a research
study called ‘India 2019 Annual Research’,
which
shows that travel and tourism in India contributed 9.2%
of the GDP and provided 42.7 million jobs or 8.0% of
the total employment. Total contribution by travel and
tourism sector to India’s GDP is expected to increase to
US$ 275.2 billion in 2025.
You are our Brand Ambassadors and like all your
predecessors, we are sure that you would do very well.
Good luck to you all and wish you all the best in all your
endeavours.

D.V. MANOHAR

The Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management is a coveted institute in Hyderabad
affiliated to Osmania University. Hospitality Industry has grown phenomenally due
to globalization. For it to succeed, with the most modern infrastructure it also
requires trained personnel who are the frontline service providers. The college
provides appropriate opportunity of learning and acquiring skills so that its product
becomes strength of growth and development for the hospitality industry. The
college is trying it‛s best to respond to the demands of the industry and develop
professional manpower for managerial level / supervisory level / entry-level
positions.
The degree course Batchelor in Hotel Management and Catering Technology is
designed by Osmania University in such a way so as to provide the best career
opportunities to the students with the basic qualities of professionalism, humility
and content. The degree programmes attract versatile talent from all over
Telangana and India, and serviced by experienced and committed faculty who train
them as professionals. Industry has shown tremendous interest and confidence in
their students. I wish outgoing and incoming batch of (BHM&CT) all the best !

Best wishes to Executive Director Ms Satya Pinjala,
Director Ms Yamuna Ranga Rao, the Principal, Faculty
and Staff, who are all doing a great job in keeping our
college always in the top echelons of Hotel Management
Education in India. Three Cheers to the entire team!!!!
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( Prof.C. Venugopal Rao)
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GOVERNING BODY
MEMBER’S MESSAGE

Director’s
Message

I am very happy that Shri Shakti College of
Hotel Management is bringing out the college Annual Magazine VIBGYOR– 2020. Our
vision has the potential to move us to new

I am elated to learn that Shri Shakti Col-

heights, as we stay committed to unrelenting

lege of Hotel Management is releasing its

hard work. I am glad to note the commendable work Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti Col-

annual magazine VIBGYOR – 2020. The

lege of Hotel Management is undertaking for

achievement of Shri Shakti College over

a better society. I congratulate the students

all these years in the field of Hotel Man-

for excelling in academics and extracurricular
activities.

agement and in providing quality education is praiseworthy. I am also optimistic
that the College will have excellent rela-

I would like to place on record my thanks for

tion with Hospitality Industry in catering

the support received from Chairman, Mr. D.V.

to the needs of society. I congratulate the

Manohar and Executive Director Ms. Satya
Pinjala. I congratulate the Principal, faculty

Staff and Students of Shri Shakti College

and the staff of Shri Shakti College of Hotel

on the joyous occasion and convey my

Dr. J. Hayavadana

Management for their untiring efforts to see

best wishes.

that the Institute’s progress. Well I wish all the

Osmania University Nominated
Governing Body Member
For Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management.

students and pray that they achieve highest
goals in their lives.

Dr. J. Hayavadana
Professor
Dept. of Technology (Textile Technology)
University College of Technology
Osmania University

Yamuna Ranga Rao
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S
Message

“All power is within you, you can do anything & everything”

Principal’s
Message

Swamy Vivekananda.

Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management has
achieved continued success in providing quality

In a world where the social fabric has been riddled with a slew of ethical conundrums and
humanity has allowed for the proliferation of
sheer materialism and individual growth, Shri
Shakti College of Hotel Management functions
as a community where we realize the aim of
education can never be exclusively academic
and thus the aim is to create an atmosphere of
moral incandescence in learning process.
SSCHM prides itself on the mental, physical,
emotional and spiritual development of its
students. We strive to impart knowledge that
encompasses the prescribed syllabi of the University as well as that of the world which lies beyond the classroom. It is our endeavor to shape
all-rounded personalities that will contribute
positively to the society. To this end of holistic
education, we strongly believe that educational
excellence cannot be achieved solely through
class room and book knowledge. At SSCHM, it
has been our aim to provide the right environment for young minds to take wings. We shape
them for a globalized future, where changes
take place every second and decisions have to
be taken on spot. We prepare them for situations that call upon individuals who can step
up and become leaders.

Hospitality Education. Today, hospitality education
is at the cross roads of emerging trends and ever
changing society. The emphasis on learning rather
than teaching and development of individual’s
personality has always been our focus.
The Institute has made its mark in the academic
and co-curricular fields for the last 26 years. As
future global citizens students are encouraged to
participate in social activities such as the Rotaract
Club of Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management
which undertakes numerous activities as their
Corporate Social Responsibility.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the Principal
and faculties and I wish all the students great

All credits and thanks go to the dedicated staff
and their team work. No doubt that SSCHM will
definitely lead the students to the center of excellence.

success to scale newer heights in their career.

Signing off with a quotation, “If you want to go
fast, walk alone, if you want to go far, walk together”.
Anish Banerjee

Satya Pinjala

Principal
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From the Desk of
ITC Kakatiya
General Manager

From the Desk of
Taj Deccan
General Manager

It gives me immense pleasure that Shri Shakti College of Hotel management, Hyderabad
is coming out with its Annual Magazine VIBGYOR-2020. A college not only concentrate on
the bookish knowledge but also inculcate values like integrity, humility, courage, compassion
and reliability in a student. They believe in holistic education for their students, encompassing – academics, co-curricular activities, sports
education and life-skills learning.

I am delighted to write this message for
the VIBGYOR College magazine being
published by Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management. This college has been
striving for excellence and is making
steady progress over the years. It has been
maintaining the fine tradition of regular

At Shri Shakti College, education is imparted to
a breed of young minds that are bustling with
self confidence, motivation and ever ready to
take up challenges. Faculty are trained not only
to teach well but are also expected to inspire
confidence and trust in their students and become role models. Further, the college inculcates in the students a respect for tradition and
ensures discipline and good manners. While at
the same time offering support and guidance as
they practice decision-making and social skills.

publication of Annual College Magazine
over the years.
On this occasion I congratulate the
Principal, faculty, staff and students for
bringing out VIBGYOR and convey my
good wishes and hope that this edition of
the college magazine would be meaningful

We are confident that this college is the best
place to teach hospitality. I extend my felicitations and best wishes to the management, all
staff and budding hoteliers.

and memorable.

Ashutosh Chibba
General Manager
ITC Kakatiya
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Srinivas Lahari
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COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES

COLLEGE ANNUAL REPORT - 20ztzt - 2020
“Great things begin with small actions.”
VIBGYOR, the Annual testimony
of Shri Shakti College of Hotel
management is celebrating our
academic community, Hospitality &
Tourism sector is one of the most
dynamic and growing areas in today’s
scenario. This phenomenal growth
is bound to create plenty of job
opportunities which require a highly
skilled, educated and adequately
trained man power at all levels. Thus,
education in Shri Shakti College of
Hotel Management is assuming
a spectrum of employment in
various fields directly or indirectly
linked to it. Shri Shakti College of
Hotel Management & Catering
Technology was established in 1997
to impart education & technical
knowledge to the aspiring hospitality
professionals. With the state of the
art infrastructure and competent
faculty, the college has always
strived hard to excel in the field of
hospitality education.
The academic year started with an
ever inspiring induction program to
welcome the Freshers, where the
inspiring personalities who belong
to this Industry have come to inspire
the NewGen for their budding steps
in this industry.
“Fresher’s Party” in any college
is an event which every student
eagerly awaits from the time of
their admission. Fresher’s day was a

memorable day as it breaks the taboo
between the fresher and seniors and
it’s been a beautiful start for a great
bond ahead. There were various
performances and programs which
dazzled the audience, especially the
performances by Mr and Ms Fresher.
Industrial Exposure plays a vital role
in grabbing the practical knowledge
to enhance their ability to understand
the learning even more clear. College
has taken various industrial visits
such as Nasik for Wine tourism,
Hotel visits, Dominos and Eat Fit
commissary, etc.
Workshop is an inherent part of
college culture. Repeatedly these
workshops are organized for the
benefit of the students. A few glimpse
of the same are: Metamorphosis(For guiding the students in the
process for pursuing higher studies),
Food and Wine photography, Chef’s
Talk and so on. Occasion of Yoga day
panel discussion on Magic of Millets
and Yoga session were organized.
College plays an important role in
the physical and mental fitness
especially for women, to emphasize
this rotaract club of the college
organised an awareness session
on cervical and breast cancer by Dr.
Namratha Singh.
Games and Sports are essential as
studies they implant the enthusiasm
and fun in the dull academic life of

the college. In fact the college sports
day is an eagerly awaited day this
year the college sports meet was
organized with great vigor for both
students and faculty.
The college helps each student in
exploring placement opportunities
for campus recruitment of students
who are in final year. Various star
properties are invited like Taj, Oberoi,
ITC, The Park, Novotel, Marriott,
Green Park Group and many more
Retail industries like Mc Donald’s,
Reliance, Dominos, Cure Fit etc.,
followed by the Hospitality Jobothon
conducted every year.
Our students showcased their extracurricular talent by participating
in Cocktail Competition, Quiz
Competition
and
Carving
Competition held by South Indian
Culinary Association of Catering
Professionals, excelling in all by
wining many accolades and awards.
We would like to extend our heartfelt
gratitude to all the contributors
efforts to make this year as a grand
success. We profusely thank our
principal Mr. Anish Banerjee and our
college management for supporting
and encouraging us on all
endeavours. Lastly, we are thankful
to all the correspondents for making
the publishing of our annual report a
huge success.
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A. NIKITHA

NASIR HUSSAIN

A.N.KARTHIK

CSR ACTIVITY OF THE SHRI SHAKTI EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
Shri Shakti Educational Society works
diligently to create a hope among the
students and help them to fulfill their
dreams. As part of CSR activities
of the society, N.V.L Durga Pradeep
(2009 Batch) was sponsored the
entire graduation by the Shri Shakti
Educational Society.
This sponsorship lifted his spirits
tremendously and he worked
tirelessly,
and
ultimately
got
himself his dream job in Telengana
Government. In gratitude, Mr. Durga
Pradeep has donated his entire first
month salary of Rs. 50,000/- to D.T
Veni Rao Foundation. We wish him
best of luck for his future endeavours.

SILVER JUBILEE
ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS - 2019

WELCOME ON BOARD

The Chief Guest Megastar Dr. Chiranjeevi, along with Guest of honour Ms. Sunita Upadhrasta, Executive Director Ms. Satya Pinjala, Principal of SSCHM - Mr. Anish Banerjee and HOD - Chef Chandra Shekhar

Mr. R.Karthik Reddy
Ms. Neelam Mahore
Chef Mohammad Rafi
Mr. Sunny Jones
Chef Alugoju Srikanth

–
–
–
–
–

Lecturer - F&B Service
Assistant Lecturer - Computers, Housekeeping
Lecturer - Food Production
Lecturer – English & Soft skills
Asst. Lecturer - Food Production (From left to right)
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Chief Guest and Guest of Honour encouraging the students for Smart rides in the city.
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Felicitations and Awards
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ANNUAL DAY
CULTURAL
PROGRAMMES

Chief Guest and Guest of Honour along with Chairman, Director and
Executive Director inaugurating the 25th Annual Day Celebrations.

Induction Ceremony and
Fresher’s Day
Inauguration of the Induction Day
by the Chief Guest - Mr. Krishna
Prasad Tenneti (IPS). He addressed
the students and motivated them &
Guest of honour Mr. Sudeep Sharma
(GM, Marriott, Hyderabad) shared
his wisdom with the up-coming
hoteliers. Executive Director Ms.
Satya Pinjala, Director Ms. Yamuna
Ranga Rao, Chairman Mr. D.V
Manohar graced the occasion
24
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The new board of Rotaract Club of Shri
Shakti College of Hotel Management was
installed on 22nd of August, 2019. Chief
Guest Rtn Murthy Vadapalli, Rtn Usha Rani,
Rtn Ram Prasad, Rtn Mahidhar Suresh and
Rtn Satya Pinjala graced the occasion and
pinned the badges to the new board memRotaract Club of Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management is
established half a decade ago
with an aim of bringing students
together in order to provide
humanitarian services, encourage high ethical standards in
all vocations, and to advance
goodwill and peace around. The
Club believes in ‘giving back to
society’.
The club started with handful of
members and has attained the
highest membership among the
Rotaract clubs of Hyderabad by
reaching the count to 250 members. We as Rotaractors use
core values, honesty, fairness,
building relationships, adding
values in every meeting of ours.
Being Rotaractors is about the
people we help and we would
like to mention that under the
guidance of Rotary Club of
Jubilee Hills, the Rotaract Club
of the college has organized
several successful community
events such as blood donation

camps to Thalassemia patients,
fruits and food donation to cancer patients, books donation to
orphans, Eye check-up camps,
dental camps, ENT camps, food
donation at orphanages and old
age homes.
Rotaractors demonstrated the
true essence of “Partners in
Service” by distributing Christmas plum cakes at Sweekar
Academy of Rehabilitation
Sciences (SARS), Kasturba Gandhi National Memorial Trust and
Ashray Akruti Schools. Clockwork precision and months of
hard work went into staging the
super-extravaganza fund raising
campaign for donating yoga
mats to Sweekar Academy.
The club organized Magic of
Millets seminar for students
and general public. Mr. MCV
Prasad, Founder Prakruti Vanam and Mr. Balan Ramasamy
of Atavi Krushi enlightened
the students about the necessity and benefits of millets in

bers and administrated the oath.
the present scenario. A panel
discussion was also held with
chefs from reputed hotels,
organic farmers and entrepreneurs. The members threw light
on millet farming, processing,
business practices and spreading awareness among the
public.
Keeping in mind, our Prime
Minister’s ideology, “A holistic
approach to the health and
well-being” the club also organized International Yoga
Day, which will be beneficial in
building a healthy and better
community.
In the years to come, it is the
dream of the Club to transform
the possibilities and opportunities into stories of success and
triumph. The Club wants to take
forward the same spirit ahead
and will continue to render more
of such service to the society in
the coming years.

ROTARACT
CLUB
EVENTS
On the occasion of Yoga Day - 21st June 2019,
Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management
organized panel discussion on “Magic of
Millets”. The panelists for the occasion were
Mr. Balan Ramasamy (Atavi Krushi), Mr. MCV
Prasad (Founder Prakruti Vanam), Yoga guru
Rtn Anil and Sous Chef Vaibhav Roy - Taj
Hotels. This was followed by Yoga practice
session

“Deeds of Giving are the very Foundations of the World”

T. Prathyusha

President
Rotaract Club of SSCHM

Mahith Shirge

Director
Rotaract Club of SSCHM
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Rehan Accha

Director
Rotaract Club of SSCHM
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Student Rotaractors supporting as

BLOOD
DONATION

volunteers at Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills on
the occasion of Rotary Voluntary Awards

Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management

ceremony .

stepped forward yet again for a humanitarian cause. The
Club under the guidance of Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills
Rotaractors distributing plum
cakes at Sweekar Academy of
Rehabilitation Sciences (Sweekar
Upkar) on Christmas eve.

had organised a blood donation camp in its sprawling
campus to support the Thalassemia affected children.
Students and faculty poured in large numbers for this
noble cause. More than 100 units of blood was donated
in this mega drive

Rotaractors celebrated Christmas and
New Year by distributing plum cakes at
Ashray Akruti School, SR Nagar. They
shared their joy and happiness amongst
the little ones.

The Rotaract Clubs of Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management and IHM-Shri
Shakti organised an awareness talk on
Breast Cancer and Cervical Cancer on
16th Dec 2019. Dr. Namrata Singh, an
avid biker, gave the presentation .

ENT, Dental and Eye check-up camps

Rotaractors began their New Year with joyful
celebrations at Kastruba Gandhi National
Memorial Trust. Students and faculty showed
their generosity by donating Plum cakes and
Groceries.
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On the occasion of Republic Day, SSCHM
rotaractors donated food to children at
Ayusha Nilayam, Alwal. Students shown their
generosity by donating stationary items.
Rotarators also organized games for the
children and appreciated them for their courage
and positive approach towards challenges in
life. Rtn. Murthy from Rotary Club of Jubliee
Hills and faculty members were present.

Food Distribution by Rotractors at Old Age
Home
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CAKE MIXING CEREMONY
Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management is organizing traditional cake mixing event since its
inception for 25 long years. Initially it was started in a small scale to expose the students to the
rich culture of cake mixing. As time went on it has taken a huge leap and became a part of CSR
activity of the college. Every year the NGO organization students or specially-abled students are
invited to be a part of these celebrations and a portion of baked cakes are distributed.
The ceremony is an age old practice among traditional Christians. Cake-mixing is an event unto
itself and brings people together in fun and frolic to surrounding one of our favourite delicacies
– The Christmas Cake.
The heady mix contains tutti-frutti, black currants, dates, almonds, apricots, cherries, dry figs,
walnuts, cashew nuts and Ginger & Orange peel along with a whiff of the choicest spices such
as cardamom, cinnamon, and cloves. These 3 spices are roasted and powdered to enhance the
aroma.
The dry fruits and nuts are soaked with a concoction of Indian and imported alcohol and spirits
like rum, brandy, whisky and wine. This will be stored and continuously churned so that all the
fruits would soak up the alcohol evenly.

Cake mixing event was successful with the presence of Chef Sanjay Thumma, Vah Chef Fame,
Ms. Yamuna Ranga Rao, Ms. Satya Pinjala, Rotarians, Hoteliers and children from Swekar Academy of
rehabilitation sciences (Swekar Upkar).
30
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Spiritual and Devotional Journey

Glimpses of theme
luncheons organized by
the Final Year Students
Kake Da Dhaba - Punjabi
Theme.
l Come Hungry - Leave
Happy - Thai Theme.
l Quick Service Restaurant Theme
l

Theme Luncheons

Celebrating
Vinayaka Chavithi,
Sarawathi Pooja,
Lakshmi Pooja
&
Navagraha Homam
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SSCHM Resourceful Platform

Chef Chandra Shekhar, Head of Department, conducted a training session on ‘Importance of cooking, hygiene and managing
the kitchen’ to police constables, at the Training Center - TS
Prison department, Chanchalguda, Hyderabad

Mr. Sunny Jones, English & Soft skills Faculty,
has participated in two day National seminar at
Maulana Azad National Urdu University, Hyderabad and presented his paper on “Soft Skills Enhancement in the Classroom”.

SSCHM has given support to a MNC Company during Cake
Mixing Ceremony

Independence Day &
Republic Day Celebrations 2019 - 2020
34

SSCHM has extended the support of infrastructure and students to ETV Abhiruchi Channel for Chef Auditions for their
popular Cookery Show.
35

Indranil Mukherjee
Photography Journey (till date)
By profession, he is associated with Larsen & Toubro,
posted in Mumbai. He is an Engineer (M.Tech, Structures), who recently pursued his Executive MBA from SPJIMR, and looking after the Quality Management System
and Business Development of the entire organization.
To improve his photographic skills and take it to a level
beyond, he joined Ram Krishna Mission Vidyamandira,
Belur Math, Howrah, and did a certified course on Digital
Photography in 2011. Thereafter, he formed VIBGYOR
(www.infovibgyor.com ). In November 2019, he marked
the milestone completion of 150th initiative under VIBGYOR banner, and he feels, it’s just the beginning, and
that learning has no end.
Facebook: @indranil.mukherjee.927 & @infovibgyor
Instagram: @j4jishun & @igvibgyor

Click to Treat
with Mobile - Food
Photography Workshop
Photography is one of the mostly
practiced passions across the globe
in recent years, and when it comes
to specific Food Photography genre, the options are even wider. Today, I would like to express this fact,
that yes, anybody can become a
photographer. But, there are some
basic guidelines which need to be
followed, to become a good photographer. And it’s important that
whatever you should do must do for
good. So that what you Click, should
Treat the eyes of the viewer and win
their hearts. Let’s go step by step.
The Gadget
Gone are those days when you need
to have a high end DSLR camera
to become expert in photography.
These days, the mobile phones are
competing with each other on the
basis of the quality of camera they
are providing. However, DSLRs have
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their own benefits over the handy
mobile, but, as a beginner, it’s always favorable to start off with the
mobile. Moreover, a mobile phone
is handy to carry, and also it doesn’t
make your surrounding conscious
about your act. You can even upload
it across social media directly after the click. Here in this article, we
will focus on Mobile Photography of
Food Subjects.
Camera Controls
Now, a mobile is not just used for
photography, a reason for which
the gadget is bit ignored in terms of
maintenance as a camera. So, it’s
very important that you pay some
small attention to your gadget before transforming it to a camera to
click the food.
Clean the lens: The mobile is usually kept on any table with the screen
towards you; the camera lens mirror

gets the surface contact and
catches dirt and scratches.
This will allow you to get a
cleaner picture.
Avoid zoom: We at times become very lazy, and we try
to zoom in to the subjects to
click them. In DSLR, this may
not affect much. However, in
a mobile photography, each
inch zoomed in causes the
image to pixelate. This will
allow the same picture to be
less pixelated.
Retouch with Apps: There are
several mobile photography
apps which are highly used
across globe these days. But
remember, post processing
just refines the content; it
cannot build anything out of
its own. It’s just like that cherry on the cake. Snapseed is
one of the mostly used app
for photo processing.
Photo Composition
It’s very important that no
matter what gadget is used,
some basic photography
rules need to be followed to
make the photo look good to
all its viewers. In Food Photography, there are some specific such rules, which make a
lot of difference in the image
of the same food. Let us dis-

cuss some quick tips:Set the light: Light is the
most vital part of any photography. If lighting is under
your control, try using some
cross lights at around 45 degree angle.
Partial cooking: If you want
to click your own cooking,
make sure the food, especially the vegetable are not fully
cooked for the click. Fully
cooked may end up giving
soggy appearance.
Fresh Ingredients: Always
choose the freshest ingredients to click the images. This
will give a fresh look to your
images as well.
Select Crockery: Crockery
play a very vital role to food
photography.
Suitable background: Backgrounds always make a lot
of difference. Woods, papers,
and other rough surfaced
backgrounds often go with
complementing colors of the
main food.
Wider Options
If you want to take this up as
a profession, like many, then
you need to know two more
things associated to this. We
keep on talking only about
Food Photography. But we ig-
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nore there is Food Styling and
Food Blogging as well, which
are altogether absolutely different genre, yet, they go hand
in hand with each other.
Food is the most widespread
subject around us all across
the day. It is not necessary
that you need to click food
images only when you go
out in a restaurant for a fine
dine. You can try out food
photography even at home,
what is cooked on daily basis, or on streets, like a confectionary, bakery or roadside
stall. When you are opting the
mobile for the shoot, the best
part is, you can take the role
of a photographer anytime
you want. So, wat are you
waiting for…!!!
Try out Food Photography
with your Mobile phone and
share with me for online reviewing of the images. You
may mail the images to vibgyorfob@gmail.com,
with
subject line “Mobile Food
Photography Review”. I may
take a week maximum to respond to your mail with suitable comments for improvement.

GUEST LECTURES

• Celebrity chef
SANJAY THUMMA founder
of the cooking
Website,
vahrehvah.com

Mr. Abhishek Nath

Chef Sanjay Thumma - Chef’s Talk

Guest Lecture by the Alumni of Shri
Shakti College of Hotel Management Mr.
Abhishek Nath who have reached commendable height of success in a very early
stage by his passion. Mr. Abhishek has
shared his journey of achievements to our
students. Mr. Abhishek has encouraged
our students to never compromise on
dreams just because you are afraid to fail
because every failure is a learning paths
to reach the success and it is never too
late to start your journey to reach your
goal & never keep limitations to yourself
explore every possible venture to try your
ability you never know where you will
shine.

Chef Sanjay Thumma has taken a session
to inspire and motivate the students by
his witty examples in which he explained
how a student mentality should be there
in point of learning and self-assessment
of strengths and weaknesses and should
find one’s passion in very early stages of
life, so that the experience and the learning can be fun. He encouraged the students by motivating them that every human has a unique talent and intelligence
the only worry is that they are not aware
of it until and unless they recognize their
internal capability and utilize the skills in
a right path. Nothing can stop them from
reaching their goals.



Students Exposure to Knowledgeable Seminars.

• Abhishek Nath,
1999 alumini of
SSCHM,
Managing Director
& CEO at Ixora
Corporate Services.
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CULINARY PROMETHEAN
at SSCHM
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T

he wine-making
tradition in
India dates
back to the
era of the Indus
Valley Civilization
(3300–1300BCE), however
it gained importance in the
1980s and 1990s. Over the last
decade, a change in lifestyle,
taste, and rapid urbanization have
paved the way for wine tourism in
India. Today there are several vineyards
scattered across the country, from North
to South, and East to West. These vineyards
are not only known for their reds and whites,
but also for their spectacular estates set amid
the verdant landscapes and rolling hills. India
may not yet be a big destination for wine tours,
but the wineries in Nashik region of Maharashtra
are certainly becoming popular. Nasik is called
“The Wine Capital of India” and is situated in the
Western Ghats, on the banks of river Godavari.

TRAVEL TO LEARN
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As teachers, it was extremely challenging for
us to take are students on an industrial visit
where learning fundas are clubbed with fun
and food. In Nasik, we stayed at WIC (Wine
Information Centre), which was a pleasant
memory that will linger in our minds for
years to come. From the lush, green
vineyards to the colorful, cozy tents
and mouth-watering Maratha
cuisine, we relished each and
every moment of our trip. Needless to say, the wine
tasting session at WIC was the most exciting part of
the trip.
In the two day trip, we visited Sula Winery, York
Winery, Chandon and Reveilo Vineyards. The

time being fermentation season, though we could
not much explore on the viticulture part of the
grape cultivation, but we had a great experience
of observing the process of wine making in close
quarters. Sula is the India’s biggest and most
popular vineyard, sprawling over 3,000 acres. It
is located in the premier wine-growing area of the
country. At Sula, we were given an opportunity to
taste whites and reds, but the experience of Sula
brut was non-debatable. Widespread at an expanse
of 9 acres with impeccable lush-green beauty
around, York Winery is known for its practice of
fine winemaking and harvesting the best quality
of grapes. Wines from York give an unforgettable
experience to any wine lover. Moët & Chandon,
one of the world’s leading Champagne House,
combines the centuries-old sparkling
wine-making practice of “méthode
traditionnelle” with the finest local
grapes. The wine tasting session at
Chandon was really tantalizing and
lip-smacking.
At the end, it was a memorable
and joyful experience for all of
us.
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TRAVEL TO LEARN
HOTEL & COMMISSARY VISITS
As part of Travel to Learn the students were taken to visit Taj Deccan, Vivanta and
Curefit Commissary
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SPORTS DAY
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RENDEZVOUS
WITH
MR. ANKUR
BHANDARI
A Hotel Management graduate with over 20
years of experience across a spectrum of
luxury, Business, Club, & resort portfolios.
I started my career with one of the most
iconic brands of the country “Taj”.
I completed my BHM & CT from SSCHM,
Hyderabad in the year 1999 and followed
it up with the completion of my Bachelor’s
degree and an MBA to further hone my
knowledge and skills.
During the course of my career, I have been
associated with several upper-upscale and
upscale hotels in different parts of India
like Hyatt, Rosewood, Sheraton, Taj, Oberoi,
Sayaji, Jaypee and K Raheja.
My previous stint before I embarked on
my entrepreneurial role was as the General
Manager Corporate with Rosewood Hotel
Group, where I oversaw all the operational
aspects of the group and was also responsible for enhancing customer satisfaction
and giving impetus to sales.
My professional experience has developed
in me, the ability to take initiative, provide

exceptional customer
service, and work under
pressure, leadership skills, to
work as a team, to meet deadlines, budgets, and company goals. I
am equipped with the skills and aptitude
to lead diverse and multi-cultural teams in
achieving optimum efficiency and delivering top-notch guest experiences. I am a
highly result-oriented, adaptable hospitality
professional. I have decisive leadership,
management, and guidance skills and additionally am bestowed with a proven ability
to effectively manage operations in intensely competitive environments. I believe in the
synergy of operations to enhance employee
performance for peak organizational effectiveness. I take pleasure in dealing with
different cultures and people on one to one
basis.
I enjoy travelling, trekking and Mountaineering and play sports like Squash and
Badminton. I am an avid biker, who is often
seen embarking on bike rides to different
corners of the country in my leisure time.
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What are your habits which lead you to
success?
Answer:
I would rate the below 10 habits very
important that helped me take my
dreams and turn them into reality
• Listen more speak less
• Be Happy whatever the circumstances.
• Look people in the eye.
• Always give second chance to your
team.
• Always keep a note pad in pocket.
• Compliment your team mates.
• Try to help others in their goals.
• Be patient.
• Value time
• Be flexible

How did Shri Shakti Collge of Hotel Management reformed you as a person?
Answer:
The College has been able to bring
out the best in me. When I joined
the institute I was not confident and was one of the reserved students around. I
had joined the course not
knowing what was in
store for me, but three
years in the institute
I was able to overcome my fears and
apprehensions.
I am successful
today due to the
precise guidance
from the remarkable faculty.
What did you
learn in the time
period during the
college time?
Answer:
Few things which
I learnt during my
formative
years
were:•Ability to take initiative;
•Work under pressure.
•Leadership skills.
•Work as a team.
Do you have a good memorable incident which you can
share with us?
Answer:
I would rate the entire College tenure
as memorable. But making friends for
life who are still in touch is what I cherish
the most.
Have you come across with any inspirational person during your journey in Shri Shakti
College?
Answer:
The entire faculty was inspirational but two
names which stand out were Mr. S B Vikram
for his immense knowledge and No nonsense attitude and Mr. Sanjay Thakur for his
Discipline and presentation skills. They channelized my energy in the right direction.
What mistakes have you made along the
way?
Answer:
For a person to succeed in life it is very important that He/ She makes mistakes as it gives
them the power to tread into areas with confidence and I was no different. I’m the kind
of person who tries to learn and grow from
every mistake.When I first became a manager, I tried to take on everything myself, from
the day-to-day operations to doing all the
work. I quickly learned that the best managers know how to delegate effectively so that
work is done efficiently. Since then, I have
won numerous awards for my management
skills, and I believe a lot of this has to do with

my ability to delegate effectively.
What is the biggest factor that has helped you to
be in your current position?
Answer:
I feel that my strongest attributes which have
helped me in my profile are strong organizational
skills, Being flexible, and ability to work under stress
and time management skills. I firmly believe that
the above factors provide us with opportunities to
grow- both personally and professionally.

Even when I go home for the day, I am never really off-duty. If there is an emergency at the hotel,
my phone will ring.

How do you organize your time?
Answer:
Time management is essential in achieving our
goals and getting your work done. With time management comes organizing, planning, and prioritizing. I ensure to follow the below:
1. Make a To-do List (Daily, Weekly and monthly)
2. Rank the To-do list as per work importance.
3. Set realistic deadlines
4. Put away distractions.

How many hours do you work in a typical week?
Answer:
Being a Hospitality professional is very challenging, unfortunately there are no fixed working
hours in this industry however I try to have a work
life balance.

What parts of your job do you find most challenging?
Answer:
Most Challenging areas for me are
• Guest and staff relationship,
• Irregular schedules and
• To boost the bottom line.

Which seasons of the year are toughest in your
job?
Answer:
Over the years to boost the bottom line, most
Could you describe one of your typical work days? of the Hotels have resorted to aggressive sales
Answer:
pitch,be it season or off season which has actuFor me no two days are ever alike I prefer to start ally bridged the gap between seasons. Typicalmy day early. When I enter the property I firstly head ly we will consider the months of September to
to the reception. Any issues from the previous night March as the toughest months when the propare addressed. Starting early ensures that while erty is expected to have a higher footfall without
most of the guests are still up in their rooms I am making much efforts.
able to use the time to walk through the lobby and What is the background of most senior level exmake sure it is ready when guests come down and ecutives?
are ready to start their day.
Answer:
In the lobby and other public areas of the hotel, I Mostly all leadership members are Hotel Maninteract with employees and guests. Communica- agement graduates.
tion is very important for the job and a friendly smile Can you please share your journey of success?
and some encouraging words put everyone in a Answer:
positive mood. I am there for the breakfast session My accomplishments till date have been due to
so as to meet as many guests as possible either at the fact that I have always made set goals and
the breakfast or at the reception during check-in/ have strived for more when goals are met. I have
check-out.
tried to ensure that I am able to inspire others
After the breakfast session it is time for Morning and have always encouraged my team members
meeting with the Leadership team to get ready for to make mistakes so that it could bring out their
the day. The meeting is wrapped up by 10:30 hrs. best.
The rest of the day is filled with responding to mes- Any message for the upcoming young hoteliers.
sages, reading and writing emails, phone calls, re- Answer:
viewing documents and checking key statistics and Being a hotelier is not an easy job. It is quite difhotel performance data.
ficult for one man to be in control of so many
After finding some time to grab lunch, I do anoth- things at once. The important rules I would want
er tour of the property. I make use of this time to the budding Hoteliers to follow are:
inspect a few rooms for cleanliness, talk with staff • Hotelier must ooze out confidence and charismembers, and have an engaging conversation with ma.
• Have solid Interpersonal Skills.
a hotel guest.
• Be Empathetic
• Have the ability to get along with other people.
• Inculcate Networking Skills
• Have Good communication skills
• Follow Relationship Management.
• Follower of Open Door Policy.
• Be Decisive
• Keep the guests satisfied.
• Keep the employees happy
• Enhance teamwork
• Be Observant at all times.
Hotelier does have a great support team but at
the end of the day, it is his/her responsibility to
run a smooth business and satisfy guests.

My professional experience
has developed in me, the ability to take initiative, provide
exceptional customer service,
and work under pressure,
leadership skills, to work as a
team, to meet deadlines, budgets, and company goals.
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ACHIVEMENTS

Kapil Kumar (Top), BHMCT Final Year won
1st prize in Food & Drinks Photography Contest conduct by Indranil Mukherjee ,VIBGYOR
Mahith Shirge (L) from final Year won first
prize in ‘Quiz Competition’ conducted by ACP
(Association of Catering Professionals)
Karthik Vijay (R) final year student won 3rd
prize in cocktail competition Conducted by
ACP (Association of Catering Professionals)
Tushar and Abhishek, BHMCT Final Year
(Above), Participated in the Chef Competition
on the occasion of International Chef Day
held on 20th October at Novotel Airport.
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Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students - Section 1

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students - Section 3

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with Final Year Students - Section 2

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with First Year Students - Section 1
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Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with First Year Students - Section 2

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with CCFPP Students

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
with First Year Students - Section 3

Director, Executive Director, Principal and Faculty Members
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Director, Executive Director and Principal with Administration Department

Director, Executive Director and Principal
with Administration Department and Supporting Staff
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Train the Trainer

Today, there is Global abundance but
local scarcity of talent

Faculty Interactive Session
with Mr. Soumitra Pahari
General Manager,
Mercure Hotel

Jai Kumar Udhani

Learning & Development Manager
Taj Falaknuma Palace, Hyderabad

Skill Development
Program for Group D
employees conducted
by Food and Beverage
Service department
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Under Learning & Development domain
lies
Talent
Management.
Talent
Management is a process, employers
use to anticipate and meet their
needs for human capital. One of the
approaches is “Inclusive approach”
- where all employees are
involved
& included. It’s an approach in which
employees are developed through
mentoring & coaching. Lifelong learning
is no longer luxury, it’s a necessity.
Training & Retraining is essential to
skills. Training can be defined as a
planned program designed to improve
employee’s performance whether he is
working individually or as a member of
a team.
Some of the key benefits of Learning
& Development area is that Training
sharpens employee’s technical skills,
builds employee’s knowledge base,
and improves the way employee
interacts with manager, customers &
other employees, Promotes greater
innovation, allows employee to practice
so that he can perform at constantly
high levels and convinces employee that
he can perform well in his career.
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At our Palace, we conduct different
training programs for different levels of
associates to ensure that we contribute
to all for the associates’ learning and
development.
Partnership with Shri Shakti College,
Hyderabad - We do have a tie up with the
College, where we run various training
programs for students to give them
opportunities to hone their skills into
different tasks in departments like Food
& Beverage Service, Food Production.
This way they learn the best in the
industry.
Most of the students from all the three
years have been part of these programs
and continue to do so enthusiastically.
By these learning initiatives we are
able to nurture the young talent among
the budding professionals both in the
college as well as in the Palace.
Such Training programs
scarcity of local talent.

help

fulfil

Organization Culture in Short“Culture is the way of life”

Become a Great Hotelier
Culture in Short: An organization culture can be defined as a pattern of behavior that is encouraged or discouraged by its leaders.
Understanding and consciously working positively on the gears of
culture can yield positive results for organization.

Important gears to build conducive culture
at workplace:
Jitender Singh

Learning & Development Manager
(Taj Krishna, Taj Banjara ,
Taj Deccan & Vivanta Hyderabad)

Organizational culture is
defined as the underlying beliefs, assumptions,
values and ways of interacting that contribute
to the unique social and
psychological environment of an organization.

Vision: Where we want
to reach - Have clear and
achievable aspirational description of what an organization would like to achieve. It
motivates as a clear guide for
choosing current and future
courses of action.
Values: How we want to
reach have clear understanding of common behavior
expected from employees to
achieve aspiration.
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Action: Translate values into
actionable points, which can
be measured in a qualitative
or quantitative form.
Recognition: Appreciation
and enjoyment of the positive actions to make positive
actions contagious.
Last but not the least inform
and involve everyone.

Hotels are amongst the most visible and
important aspects of the travel industry. The
quality and availability of accommodation
at any destination determines its inflow of
visitors. Consequently, the hotel industry
has witnessed a phenomenal growth in the
past two decades. In 1990, there were barely
few classified and approved hotels in the
country. Today there are well over 100 +
brands and many more lodges, rest houses
and budget establishments catering to
travelers of all income groups. Moreover,
today’s hotels are better equipped and offer
a greater number of services at many more
locations. Hoteliering overlaps the leisure
and travel industries, and is also going
through an expansion phase. It, therefore,
has a huge employment capacity. It is also
an area where women are employed in
large numbers and are doing well. Hotels
are approved by the department of tourism
and are classified on the basis of prescribed
norms for services and facilities. Work in
the area of hotel management involves
General Operations, Front Office, Sales &
Marketing, Food & Beverages, Housekeeping
and Other Departments like Engineering,
Security, Finance and Human Resources.
Hoteliering is a well-paying and fast-moving
career, where upward mobility is purely
merit- based. Moreover, with increasing
internationalization, jobs are likely to open
up abroad offering better remuneration
and opportunities for travel as well as
professional and personal growth.
5 Tips to Become a Great Hotelier
1. Commitment & Highly Attuned to Details:
The top priority of the hospitality managers
is to ensure that every guest has the best
experience possible. This requires you to
be hyper-vigilant about every detail from
the top to the bottom, ranging from the
fresh seasonal flowers in the hotel lobby
to the intricately folded napkins on the
dining table to the efficient check-in and

check-out process at the front desk.
2. Interpersonal Skills & Efficient Problem
Solver:
Thinking
quickly,
making
decisive
decisions and responding sensitively to
The top priority of hospitality managers
is to ensure that every guest has the best
experience possible. This requires you to
be hyper-vigilant about every detail from
the top to the bottom, ranging from the
fresh seasonal flowers in the hotel lobby
to the intricately folded napkins on the
dining table to the efficient check-in and
check-out process at the front desk.
Customers’ and employees’ questions
and concerns are a hospitality manager’s
most important job duties. A sympathetic
ear and a genuine effort to fix an issue
goes a long way in preventing problems
that can quickly spread. You must also
be able to anticipate issues and have a
backup plan for when things go wrong —
and they will on an almost daily basis!
Staying ahead of the competition depends
on you coming up with creative solutions
and implementing visionary ideas using
the tools at your disposal to offer the best
service possible.
3. Excellent Time Management Skills:
Being a manager in the hospitality industry
requires you to have an organized,
punctual schedule. However, you are often
required to work long, unusual hours and
must drop everything in your personal life
to deal with an immediate crisis at any
moment. You not only need to be flexible
and adaptable to the fast-paced, varying
workload but also resourceful in how you
handle all your responsibilities.
4. Be a Team Motivator & Team Player:
You are only as strong as the team you
lead, so you must strive to be more than
just a manager. Listening to your staff,
implementing their ideas, sharing credit
and owning up to your mistakes will
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command respect and maintain morale.
Key abilities required include being able
to work effectively as a team member
through taking instructions from others
and understanding your own role in
servicing the needs of the hospitality
customer.
5. Relate to Diverse People & Flexibility:
Hospitality managers interact with an
internationally diverse group of people.
This job also requires you to work with
people of all personality types..
The Hospitality is an industry where you
need to be able to juggle multiple tasks,
with all levels. For Ex : On a typical day,
a hotel manager might have to negotiate
a contract with a vacuum rental company,
handle a dissatisfied guest, fill out
paperwork for an employee injured in a
kitchen fire, and keep a smile on his or her
face to greet new guests, all in the course
of one afternoon.
Employers want to know you can handle
the fast paced, varied work load on offer
whilst still maintaining a high level of
satisfaction.
Hospitality employees often have unusual
hours or longer hours than your average
desk job and on the job; they must be
ready to switch gears at a moment’s
notice if unexpected situations arise.
Being adaptable to multiple positions is an
aspect of hospitality which is invaluable,
being versatile makes you indispensable to
employers and having a larger skill set will
make you extremely
resourceful allowing you
to see a situation more
clearly than someone
less experienced.

Soumyajit Ghosh

Front Office Manager
Sheraton Hyderabad Hotel

From the heart of
ITC Kakatiya
Training Manager

When I first joined this industry I was super scared of the world
that I was entering, there was so much to learn and explore
that each day seemed like a rollercoaster. This is was the
first time that I had stepped out of my home and my comfort
zone but I was adamant to transform my shy timid self into
a confident young achiever. When I was asked to write this
article by one of your beautiful students, I was reminded of
my days in college. This young girl inspired me so much that
I was forced to find time to write this small piece.

Being an Entrepreneur

The point here I’m trying to make is that our college is the
one that grooms us. From young aspiring individuals, we are
moulded into confident professionals. Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management is one such fine institute that hones
young minds who make a difference in this industry and
world. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
your fine institute on being such an important part of the
Indian Hospitality Industry.
Kiran Biligiri

Utsavi Tripati
Training Manager
ITC Kakatiya

Entrepreneur, Award winning Restaurateur,
Seeker, Speaker
‘The only way to sleep at work is to
be your own boss. That way you get
to choose which 18 hours you want
to work.’
18 hours of work? Perplexed?
In the age of start-ups, college entrepreneurship is on a rise today. The
reason for this is not only the young
minds brimming with innovative
ideas, but also the extremely conducive ecosystem present today,
which has given the much-needed
impetus for young minds like yours
to implement those ideas.
So, 18 hours does not seem that
long after all. It is probably the hard
work you need to put to experience
that obvious thrill you get to see
your idea in action.
Still feeling the pinch of 18 hours?
Don’t worry. Because…
Youth is magical. It has that crazy
mix of unimaginable amount of energy sans responsibilities, coupled
with a stubborn mind to put mad
ideas into action and actually seeing it work.
I have experienced this. I have been
there and done that. The high you
get is incomparable to any drug induced one. But to reach there, you
should be willing to be a part of the
journey. The answers you will find
and the experience you gain in this
is immense.
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But before you begin this adventure,
it is natural that you might be confused and face a few dilemmas. I
did. So, to clear these clouds of confusion and doubts, here are a few
things to bear in your mind, which I
have learnt from my experience:

big but start small.
ii. Work in a smaller organisation in
the field you want to start a business, where you get to play a bigger role. Again, this will help you
in gaining that much required experience in different departments.
Become a big fish in a small pond
rather than a small fish in a big
pond.

• Start young - Running a business
is hard. But when you start young,
you get that cushioning effect due
to which you can afford to FAIL.
If one doesn’t work, it is ok. You
learn and try another one. This is
easier when you are young with no
major responsibilities and when
you have the bandwidth to take
stress. So just start something,
whatever, if you are thinking of
starting one.

• Say yes to the entrepreneurial spirit: You have the bug in you. But for
numerous reasons you are unable
to start something of your own.
No fret! Join a big organisation
and build your way up. You might
end up leading a big team or an
entire vertical in a span of few
years, which is as good as running
your own business. The best part
in this is you will have an established system as your backbone.

• Start small: Another head start you
will get apart from starting young
is starting small. This works because the requirement of capital
for this is much lesser, considering how difficult it is for you to
raise a capital. This can be done
in 2 ways:
i. Build your start up in a humble
manner. That way you will get a lot
of base level experience in every
aspect of your business. It can be
a business needing small capital
which you can raise and afford to
lose if business doesn’t work. May
be a food truck or any small business in an unrelated field. Think

• To start something while in college or after college: This is a constant dilemma, which many of you
might be facing. A college dropout
becoming very successful like Bill
Gates is an exception and not a
rule. Start something once you
are done with your college and if
possible start planning and preparation while in college. There are
no hard and fast rules here, as
why things work, or fail and is not
determined by this factor only. But
it is important to remember that
education at the end of the day is
an establishment. Don’t be boxed
by it. Pursue knowledge and you

Yes, it is beyond google too.
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will be a lifelong learner.
• Have an open mind: The journey
from ideation to execution is actually quite challenging. This is
where you will learn how your best
laid plans can go kaput; how difficult it is to close a deal; how important it is to be sticking to plans
and to be agile; and how essential
it is to be focused. But most importantly how basic it is to have an
open mind to absorb everything
and still shine brightly.
Remember! These points are not
ground rules. They are just a broad
framework which can be tailored
to your needs, depending upon the
time, effort, energy and money you
are willing to invest. These are insights from my own experiences,
which I have learnt the hard way.
The most vital thing apart from all
these things, which you need to
constantly work on or rework is your
ATTITUDE!
Have a positive attitude. It helps.
Especially if things fail, which they
are bound to. But never give up.
My biggest learning has been that.
Starting and running your business,
even if it fails is like going to a top
business school.
The only thing which has to be up is,
Your start-up of course.

What is Blue Wine And Why is it Trendy, New Drink?
Can’t decide between red, white and rose
wine? How about a glass of blue wine?
• Spanish company Gik has introduced a
new wine colour to entice new drinkers,
especially the younger non-wine drinkers who might have been discouraged
by all the wine snootiness.

Bartending:
New Opportunities in the Hospitality Industry
If you are looking for a life that
channels your inner chef, an ability to
read people and love for beverages,
then bartending might be just the
career you are looking for Bartending
or serving beverages behind a bar is
a potent combination of art, science
and technique to concoct the right
drink and has now emerged as an
important part of the hospitality
industry. Part psychic, part chef,
and unleashing their gift of the gab,
bartenders must mix-match and
blend flavors to come up with the
perfect drink.
Chanchal Das, Lounge Manager at
Afraa, feels bartending is one of the
world’s most elite professions.
“It
involves
experimentation,
innovation and, most importantly, the
art of understanding the mood of the
patrons in a jiffy and creating the right

drink to make it a great experience for
them,” Das told IANS.
Bartending is not recognized as
a ‘serious’ profession in India yet,
though worldwide it is acknowledged
as one of the most respectable
professions.
“The view is now being understood
in India but very slowly. Sure, there is
some prejudice; that’s because of lack
of awareness and closed minds. It’s
up to us to break taboos and portray
the right image,” says Shatbhi Basu,
who initiated and currently heads
the first institution for professional
bartending in India, STIR Academy Of
Bartending, Mumbai. So what egged
on them to buck the trend and go
behind the bars?”It appealed to the
chef in me and gave me the chance to
showcase my knowledge and skills,”
Basu told IANS.
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Shael Bhardwaj, Assistant Bar
Manager at the Plush lounge of the
Astor Hotel, it’s the popularity and
respect that fires his passion. But it
takes a lot of effort and skill to live
such a life of glory and glamor.
“You have to be polite and cheerful,
always. Be prepared to cater to a
mixed crowd. Talk to them to get
them to open up, but don’t make them
feel uncomfortable. You must know
where to draw the line,” says Shael,
whose family was initially hesitant of
his career path but then came around
after seeing the respect he got.

• The new tipple is a blend of red and
white wine but comes in a bright blue
hue. The new colour suggests it’s the
trendy drink to be seen sipping. Gik
blue wine has 11.5%alcohol by volume
(ABV).
• While it’s the blue dye that gives the
wine its signature hue, the colouring is
all natural. The blue dye is made from
a naturally occurring pigment found
in grape skin, anthocyanin, as well as
indigo, which is another all-natural dye
extracted from plants.
• The blue wine comes with a calorie-free additive that gives it its sweetness. The Gik Tipple is said to taste like
a Riesling, which is a sweet white wine
that is often served chilled.

“A bartender is just a pharmacist with
a limited inventory”.

• Gik blue wine is made from grapes
from the León,La Rioja and Castilla-La
Mancha regions near Madrid in Spain.

Karthik Vijay
BHMCT – Final Year

After the launch in Spain, the Gik team
brought the blue wine to several countries in Europe, including the United Kingdom, France, Germany and Portugal.

“We do not believe in wine tasting rules
and we don’t think that anybody should
study the bible of enology to enjoy a
glass of wine,” explained Gikon its company website.
But Why Blue?
According to the Gik team, they are not
vintners. Rather, they are creators and
they have chosen the wine industry as
their battlefield to create a “radically
different product.” Apart from making the
colour blue, they have made their wine
sweeter, making it easier to drink, especially for the non-wine drinkers.
They found inspiration from a book
titled “The Blue Ocean Strategy,” which
explained the existence of red oceans
– the ones full of sharks that have torn
the small fish populations to the point
that the water turned red. The book also
explained that there are blue oceans,
wherein the fish populations swim freely
without competition.
In psychology, the colour blue also represents infinity, movement and innovation.
In terms of shaking things up in the wine
industry, the new hue is also the one
most linked to change and flow.
“Thus the poetic idea of transforming
a red ocean into a blue ocean through
changing the most traditional red liquid
into blue was one which greatly appealed
to us,” the creators explained.
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DO IT ANYWAY
People are often unreasonable,
illogical and self-centred;
Forgive them anyway.
Be kind anyway.
If you are successful.
You will find some false friends and true enemies;
Succeed anyway.
If you are honest and Frank.
People may cheat you;
Be honest anyway.
If you find serenity and happiness,
They may be jealous;
Be happy anyway.
The good you do today,
People will often forget tomorrow;
Do good anyway.
Give the world the best you’ve got anyway.
You see, in the final analysis.
It is between you and god;
It was never between you and them anyway.

BECOME A FIXER…!!

Tushar Mishra
BHMCT - Final Year

No not the match fixing types,
read on... A man was asked to
paint a boat.
He brought with him paint and
brushes and began to paint the
boat a bright red, as the owner
asked him. While painting, he
noticed that there was a small
hole in the hull, and quietly repaired it.

Help people in
fixing things
small or big,
you never know
how significant
it might be.
Become a fixer!
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When finished painting, he received his money and left.
The next day, the owner of
the boat came to the painter
and presented him with a nice
cheque, much higher than the
payment for painting.
The painter was surprised and
said “You’ve already paid me for
painting the boat Sir!”
“But this is not for the paint job.
It’s for having repaired the hole
in the boat.”
“Ah! But it was such a small ser
vice... certainly it’s not worth
paying me such a high amount
for something so insignificant.”
“My dear friend, you do not un69

derstand. Let me tell you what
happened.
When I asked you to paint the
boat, I forgot to mention about
the hole.
When the boat dried, my kids
took the boat and went on a
fishing trip.
They did not know that there
was a hole. I was not at home at
that time.
When I returned and noticed
they had taken the boat, I was
desperate because I remembered that the boat had a hole.
Imagine my relief and joy when I
saw them returning from fishing.
Then, I examined the boat and
found that you had repaired the
hole! You see, now, what you
did? You saved the life of my
children! I do not have enough
money to pay your ‘small’ good
deed.”

Abbula Sagar
BHMCT – Final Year

TOP HOSPITALITY TRENDS
Vakacharla HimaTeja
BHMCT – Final Year

The hospitality industry has been undergoing tremendous changes and disruptions
over the last two decades.What key trends
have been steadily reshaping the industry and where is hospitality heading in the
near future? A study conducted among EHL
faculty in the fall of 2018 provides insights
on past and new challenges (as well as opportunities) hospitality players need to take
into consideration.
The TEN trends that have reshaped (and are
still reshaping) the industry:
#1 - Virtual communities
Social networks and in particular TripAdvisor have had a profound impact on customers. This has led to more transparency and,
overall, to an improved quality of the services provided by hospitality companies.
#2 - Sharing economy
Airbnb represents a major disruption in the
hotel industry, making the competitive landscape tougher than ever. This is further reinforced by the fact that lodging properties
listed on Airbnb do not necessarily have to
comply with the same rules and regulations
than traditional hotels.
#3 - Online Travel Agents (OTAs)
They have had at least three major impacts
on the hospitality industry.
First, they have altered distribution channels and consequently taken value away
from hoteliers.
Second, the notoriety of brands owned by
Booking Holdings and Expedia are such
that these companies have almost replaced
hotel brands.
Third, they have built solid relations with
travelers. Now, hoteliers have to pay to get
access to these customers, thereby leading
to a thinner profit margin for the former.
#4 - Digitalized guest experiences
Apps, in particular, are increasingly important in the way hoteliers manage the services they provide to their customers and can
now control many aspects of the guest cycle and experience.
#5 - Booming global tourism
Low cost carriers enable more people to
travel the world at a reasonable price. Moreover, several emerging markets have seen

their GDP increase at a rapid pace, thereby
enabling their citizens to travel the world.
Customers from South Korea, China, India,
and others, now constitute a large body of
potential travelers. Their demand, of course,
has a big impact on the offer.
#6 - Experience economy
Customers request extreme personalization, unique experiences, and so on. This
could very well lead to the death of the
travel agent and the rise of the independent
traveler.
#7 - Asset management practices
The asset-light approach has become prevalent in the industry. The separation between the management of operations and
real-estate assets now allows hospitality
companies to focus on their core business,
thus improving efficiencies.
It however induces additional complexity
and potential agency problems, explaining
the emergence of new types of jobs, such
as asset managers.
#8 - Professionalization
As stated above, new job profiles have
emerged following the increasing complexity of the hospitality industry. In parallel, the
need for quantitative competencies (for
forecasting, budgeting, etc.) has also increased.
#9 - Generations Y and Z
These new generations have different requirements and needs compared to older
generations. A respondent said “Older generations think about hotels and car rentals.
Younger generations think about Airbnb and
Uber.”
#10 - Sustainability
People are becoming increasingly sensitive to environmental and social issues. A
respondent said that this “has to be considered in branding, but beware of green-washers: consumers are now well-aware that
window-dressing exists, and they will not
buy it.
Today – hospitality industry 2.0
What does the future of hospitality hold?
Overall, our faculty suggest the need for
hoteliers to properly embrace the above
mentioned trends and understand what’s at
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stakes. Six dimensions came out from our
survey:
#1 - Standardization can no longer be the
norm.
It is becoming critical to personalize and
tailor the services to the needs and preferences of the travelers.
#2 - To create valuefocuses on niche markets.
More customization and specialization may
enable increased value creation for hospitality companies. But be careful, as a respondent said, as this requires to genuinely
think about the value proposition of your
offer and not “simply branding and rebranding”.
#3 - Exploit technology as an accelerator
for business.
Technology will be at the core of the hotel
experience both in room, before and after
the trip. This will lead to the development
of new concepts and more innovation in the
industry and contribute to the emergence of
an ever more individualized offer.
#4 - social responsibilitiesis a moral and an
economic obligation.
The impact of global warming can today be
considered a major risk for both corporations which may lose in revenues and profits and society as a whole. It is thus critical
for governments but even more so for corporations to become more sustainable: “not
just green, but real sustainable business
models”.

For proof that rejection, exclusion, and acceptance are
central to our lives, look no
farther than the living room,
says Nathan Dewall, a psychologist at the University of
Kentucky. “If you turn on the
television set, and watch any
reality TV program, most of
them are about rejection and
acceptance,” he says. The
reason, DeWall says, is that
acceptance—in romantic relationships, from friends,
even from strangers—is absolutely fundamental to humans.
In a news paper published in
Current Directions in Psychological Science, a journal of
the Association for Psychological Science, DeWall and
coauthor Brad J. Bushman
of Ohio State University review recent psychological research on social acceptance
and rejection. “Although psychologists have been interested in close relationships
and what happens when
those relationships go awry
for a very long time, it’s only
been about 15 yrs that psychologists have been doing
this work on exclusion and
rejection,” DeWall says. The
results have highlighted how
central acceptance is to our
lives.
DeWall thinks belonging to a
group was probably helpful

#5 - Develop more responsive and resilient
business models.
“Tourism, despite ever growing flows of travelers, will become riskier and more prone to
crises” as the number of travelers steadily
continues to grow. This will be accompanied by increased regulation as a response
to a disproportional increase in tourist flows
in some places (e.g. Venice or Barcelona).

Fear of Social Acceptance
to our ancestors. We have
weak claws, little fur, and
long childhoods; living in a
group helped early humans
survive harsh environments.
Because of that, being part
of a group still helps people
feel safe and protected, even
when walls and clothing have
made it easier for one man to
be an island entire of himself.
But acceptance has an evil
twin: rejection. Being rejected is bad for your health.
“People who feel isolated
and lonely and excluded tend
to have poor physical health,”
DeWall says. They don’t sleep
well, their immune systems
sputter, and they even tend to
die sooner than people who
are surrounded by others
who care about them.
Being excluded is also associated with poor mental
health and exclusion and
mental health problems can
join together in a destructive
loop. People with depression
may face exclusion more
often because of the symptoms of their disorder—and
being rejected makes them
more depressed, DeWall
says. People with social anxiety navigate their world constantly worried about being
socially rejected. A feeling of
exclusion can also contribute
to suicide.
Exclusion isn’t just a problem
for the person who suffers it,
either; it can disrupt society

#6 - Manage talents actively.
The days of long-lasting employee retention
as well as passive, hierarchical management styles are definitely gone. “Attracting,
developing and keeping the right talent into
and within the hospitality industry continue
to remain a core challenge.”

A. Maria Sherleena
BHMCT - Final Year
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at large, DeWall says. People
who have been excluded often lash out against others.
In experiments, they give
people much more hot sauce
than they can stand, blast
strangers with intense noise,
and give destructive evaluations of prospective job candidates. Rejection can even
contribute to violence. An
analysis of 15 school shooters found that all but two had
been socially rejected.
It’s important to know how to
cope with rejection. First of
all, “We should assume that
everyone is going to experience rejection on a semi-regular basis throughout their
life,” DeWall says. It’s impossible to go through your entire life with everyone being
nice to you all the time. When
you are rejected or excluded, he says, the best way to
deal with it is to seek out other sources of friendship or
acceptance. “A lot of times,
people keep these things to
themselves because they’re
embarrassed or they don’t
think it’s that big of a deal,”
he says. But our bodies respond to rejection like they
do to physical pain; the pain
should be taken seriously,
and its fine to seek out support. “When people feel lonely, or when people feel excluded or rejected, these are
things they can talk about,”
he says.

Entrepreneurial Opportunities for Hotel Management Graduates
Changing hospitality trends is giving way to a lot of new entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurship is a trend among young millennials. Young entrepreneurs
are inspired by the success of companies such as OYO Rooms, Cleartrip,
Zomato, etc. as well as some internationally successful companies which
have raised impressive earnings and they see themselves following this
trend and creating new fast-growing businesses.
Despite international uncertainties and security concerns, the global travel
and tourism industry continues to grow at an impressive rate: More than
one billion tourists travel to an international destination every year, while
tourism contributes 10% of global GDP and 6% of the world’s total exports,
according to the UNWTO 2015 Report. To equip young entrepreneurs with the
relevant skills, Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management nurture its students
to develop an understanding of strategic market opportunities, financial
values and returns, and project management as well as organizational
effectiveness.
Thanks to a unique model of education which combines practical
hospitality courses with internships, management lectures and practical
projects, many students obtain hands-on experience and put their learning
to work. They acquire a broad understanding of entrepreneurship in the
hospitality industry and gain practical knowledge of all the basic functions
of a hospitality business. Throughout their studies, students develop
the necessary knowledge and skills to succeed in today’s dynamic and
competitive business environment. They also develop valuable leadership
and soft skills during their studies.
The following are the few Entrepreneurial opportunities:
1. Restaurants: Owning a successful restaurant could be one of the most
exciting and rewarding experiences of your life. To help you create a
recipe for success, staff at SSCHM will help you to gain the necessary
skills and knowledge to make sure you have all the ingredients you need
to open your restaurant with confidence. So what are you waiting for?
2. Bakery/Patisserie: You can start a bakery business from home or rent
premises. You can also start as a part-time business. This is a good way
to see how feasible and profitable it is before spending a lot of money on
equipment and signing leasves for premises. It’s a good business choice
as there will always be a demand for bread and desserts.
3. Event Management: Event management has cropped up as one of the
most profitable entrepreneurial opportunities. The number of companies/
individuals organizing and hosting events has been growing rapidly. It
varies from large-scale international events to small time private events.
Event managers organize events such as product launching, theme
parties, birthday parties, wedding celebrations, exhibitions, workshops,
corporate seminars, company conferences, musical concerts, road
shows, celebrity promotions, film awards, fashion, celebrity shows etc.
4. Food Franchise: It is perhaps every foodie’s dream to own a restaurant. An
easy way to do this is to buy the franchise rights to international brands.
An advantage of bringing in a well-known franchise is that the branding
work is already taken care by the MNC and they have set processes in
place that a new franchisee only has to follow.
6. Travel Agency: A travel agency business offers incredible flexibility,
freedom and the ability to get paid to “get away”. Starting a business in
the travel and tourism industry offers enormous appeal. If you’re excited
about the idea of having your business, getting paid to see the world and
creating your own path in life, then it’s time to turn these passions into a
profitable venture.
7. Contract Catering: is a catering company that is hired by a company or
organisation to provide catering services every day or on a very regular
basis. The range is huge. A lot of large businesses will use a contract
caterer to provide food to their staff. Schools and universities use them
for their students. Attractions like museums, galleries and sports venues
have a contract caterer to run their restaurant or café.
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Incredible ‘I’
I was given to write on a very simple topic ‘I’. But
when I really sat down to write on this topic ‘I’ understood that it is not such a simple task. Though it is a
single syllable but denotes different meanings in different contest. If this ‘I’ is added to a set of gadgets it
becomes a brand name – (ipad, ipod, iphone, imax).
‘I’ as a word would mean the eyes with which we see
the whole world would also mean loneliness and ‘I’
could also add up to the big fat ego, that rich class
human beings generate. Whenever this ‘I’ is written
it is always in a capital letter; Even when it comes
in the middle of a sentence. We can understand its
power by the simple fact that a single, simple small,
syllable is used to represent such a huge 5 feet person. It always wants to show up at the time of taking
credit to satiate humungous ego satisfying need if a
human being wants to be the last to win as a fault.

But who is the real ‘I’ is not ‘I’ at all. ‘I’ is someone
different from the body when we say ‘I’ hurt my toe’
or very common ‘My head is aching’ it’s clear that
this physical body which we usually refer to as ‘I’ has
a much deeper meaning. It is the spirit which resides
in all the beings on the planet, which is ever, so pure,
ever so simple, very small, very subtle yet so powerful, just as the letter ‘I’.

Hyder Khan

BHMCT - First Year

The sky is the limit.......!
Prestige,
Greatness,
Quality,
Distinction,

Shourya Singh Thakur

Perfection,

BHMCT - Final Year

Prominence,
For excellence is achieved only when...
One has all the qualities like the seven beautiful colors of the “rainbow”.
“The meaning of excellence is not doing great things, but doing small things in a great way”
“The quality of a person’s life is in direct proportional to their commitment to excellence, regardless of their chosen endeavour”
“Excellence is a habit, not an act....it needs practice and perseverance”
“Don’t strive for success if excellence is within your grasp, it will follow you”
“Excellence is an act won by training & habits”
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Apples are made up of 25% air, which is why they float.
Raw Cabbage is 91% water.
Honey is the only edible food that never goes bad.
A bunch of bananas is called a hand.
Cranberries bounce like a rubber ball when ripe.
Broccoli contains twice the amount of vitamin C than an orange.
Avocado contains the highest protein content of all fruit.
Scientists can turn peanut butter into diamonds as it is rich in carbon.
Raw oysters are still alive when you eat them.
Potatoes can absorb and reflect Wi-Fi signals.
The first carrots were purple.

ARTIFICAIL
INTELLIGENCE

L

ess than a decade
after breaking the
Nazi encryption
machine
Enigma and helping
the Allied Forces
win World War
II,
mathematician Alan Turing
changed history a
second time with a simple question: “Can machines think?”
Turing’s paper “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” (1950),
and it’s subsequent Turing Test,
established the fundamental
goal and vision of artificial intelligence.
Norvig and Russell go on to explore four different approaches
that have historically defined the
field of AI (Artificial Intelligence):
1.
Thinking humanly
2.
Thinking rationally
3.
Acting humanly
4.
Acting rationally

Grapes explode if they are put in a microwave.
Crackers give you cavities faster than candy.
The first two ideas concern
thought processes and reasoning, while the others deal with
behavior. Norvig and Russell
focus particularly on rational
agents that act to achieve the
best outcome, nothing “all the
skills needed for the Turing Test
also allow an agent to act rationally.”
Different people think of AI differently, adopt the rational action view and intelligent agent
takes the best possible action
in a situation.AI has its roots in
many disciplines.
We conclude that if the machine
could successfully pretend to be
a human to a knowledgeable observer then you certainly should
consider it intelligent. AI system
are now in routine use in various
field such as economics, medicines, engineering and the military, as well as being built into
many common home computer
software applications, traditional strategy games etc.
AI is here to stay!!
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Pessimists think the opposite way, however.
They blame themselves for the bad things that
happen in their lives and think that one mistake
means more will inevitably come. Pessimists see
positive events as flukes that are outside of their
control—a lucky streak that probably
won’t happen again.
Because of their thought processes,
optimists have much brighter futures.
A bad circumstance or event is taken
in stride, viewed as a temporary
setback—not a permanent way of life.
Even if something bad happens today,
a positive thinker believes that good
things will come again in the future.
Optimists tend to share several other
positive characteristics that increase
overall happiness and promote health,
while reducing depression and chronic
stress:

Shreya Rao

BHMCT - First Year
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• They think about, reflect on, and emphasize the
good things in life.
• They are grateful and thankful for all their
blessings.
• They don’t complain when something bad
happens.
• They feel that nothing can hold them back from
achieving success and reaching their goals.
• They believe in abundance.
• They are confident that the world offers plenty
of opportunities for everyone to succeed.
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OPTIMISM AND THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING

B

eing an optimist or a pessimist boils
down to the way you talk to yourself.
Optimists believe that their own actions
result in positive things happening,
that they are responsible for their own
happiness, and that they can expect more good
things to happen in the future. Optimists don’t
blame themselves when bad things happen.
They view bad events as results of something
outside of themselves. For example:- I didn’t
blame myself for losing my job, but saw it as a
business decision that had nothing to do with
me personally.

w w w w. t h e m a n o h a r. c o m

The word “addiction” brings
to mind different images for
different people. It can be difficult for someone suffering
with an addiction or potential addiction to identify with
the term “addict.” And it
can be especially trying for a
young person.

Drug Addiction
and Youth

Teens commonly associate addiction with movie
images, or people they’ve seen at the absolute
lowest, worst point of their addiction. Many have
ideas about what an addict looks like: desperate,
homeless, suicidal, criminal. With these ideas in
mind, it’s hard for them to understand how their
drug or alcohol use is a problem — after all, their
consequences seem less extreme.

Don’t waste your life
being wasted! Don’t
Huff, Don’t Puff, Stay
Away from that Stuff.
Don’t let drugs keep
you from your dreams.
Don’t let your life go up
in smoke.

It’s true; the external effects of someone using
at age 16 are often much less severe or obvious.
They might get in trouble at school, get grounded
by their parents, fight with their friends or lose
relationships. And they’ll often write off these
consequences as other people’s problems, not
seeing how their own behavior is a direct result of
their substance use. They often say things such
as: “My parents are freaking out. If they would
just chill out, everything would be fine,” “Everyone
else is doing the same thing; I just got caught,”
“I haven’t been using for that long,” or “I can stop
whenever I want.” Combine false assumptions
about addiction and placing blame on parents
and other adults — and they have a ready-made
excuse to distract them from taking an honest
look at themselves and how their substance use
is affecting their lives.
Just as teens do, parents have their own images
of what someone with a drug problem looks like,
and it can be as extreme as the child’s view. These
preconceived notions help parents stay in denial
of a potential problem. Plus, they lead to false
measurement tools. Parents think, “If my kid had
a problem, she’d be getting bad grades” or”Cleancut polite kids don’t use drugs.” Parents can easily
fall victim to the false belief that if their child is
not behaving in a way the parent associates with
addiction, then there is not a problem.
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The Manohar, situated at the centre of city, ideally located for shopping and
experiencing all that the city has to offer. The hotel with a superb choice of
luxurious accomodation, that exudes glamour with a contemporary edge.
Within our purpose-built conference facilities, we have a choicew of
well-appointed function rooms that can be easily adapted to suit any occasion
from a large corporate event to a small private party.
Besides the luxury rooms and suites, The Manohar hotel has plenty more
facilities to offer including the best of world cuisines under one roof, Bars,
Swimming Pool & Health Club.

With parents, kids and others sharing this stigma
about addiction, many drug problems slip through
the cracks, and that allows for worst-case scenario
circumstances to develop when the warning signs
might have been there years earlier.
What does this all add up to? Addiction or not,
drug or alcohol abuse is worthy of scrutiny by
both the person using and his or her family. Worstcase scenarios are often avoidable by looking
past preconceived ideas of addiction and looking
honestly at the effects of substance abuse on the
user’s life.
If you or a loved one has been abusing drugs
or alcohol, there is no need to wait until you are
absolutely positive there is an addiction present to
seek help or to stop using. Addicts are not the only
people who benefit when they quit using drugs or
drinking.
Recovery programs for young people offer the
chance for teens to identify with others who have
similar experiences and stories. And thanks to
these programs, many young people who have
not crossed the line into addiction have stopped
using and found happier, more fulfilling lives
without experiencing the severity of long-term
addiction.

N.Thanay Raju
BHMCT – First Year
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SMART LAZINESS
A BLESSING FOR MANAGERS
Most of the successful men on this earth
are advocates of laziness. While sloth
may be seen as one of the Seven Deadly
Sins, managers victimized by sloth are
often the smartest. Here’s the true story
of all managers who usually turn out to
be highly productive even with their laid
back disposition • They don’t like to waste time
A smart Lazy manager would rather
stay confined within his cubicle and
stick to an online conversation than
arranging a face to face meet. He
would stick to the easiest way out. A
smart Lazy manager would always
prefer to go online and get the meeting
started. Such a manager is more likely
to avoid wasting time and energy.
Instead of first informing everyone
individually about the meet and then
waiting for them to arrive.
• They are smart workers
Smart Lazy managers know that to
make the cut, it’s the blade of the axe
that needs sharpening rather than
a hard swing. They have all the tips
and tricks up their sleeve to take the
efforts out of even the most tedious
job. They might not get started on
something easily, but when they do
they make every single second of
their time count. Such managers are
great planners, because they know it
will go a long way in cutting down the
workload later in the process.
• They know how to use resources
wisely
Smart Lazy managers don’t like the
idea of do-over’s and rework. To avoid
reworking they try and get things done
correctly in the very first go. They
deploy the most creative resources to
carry out the most difficult tasks, so
there’s minimal need of any rework.
Smart Lazy managers value their
resources whether they are human
resources or tangible ones. They
know their best resources and use
them in the best possible manner
to get things done right every single
time.

•

•

•

•

•

They are expert in task selection
and execution
Often laid back managers try to
get the maximum work done while
putting in minimum effort. Which
is why, they are very selective in
undertaking tasks. Or in simpler
words, they know how to execute
tasks in the best possible manner.
They avoid multitasking
Multitasking is the last thing on
the mind of a smart Lazy project
manager. They take one thing
at a time, which naturally helps
them to achieve perfection. This
inadvertently proves to be one
of the most productive traits
needed for successful handling of
projects.
They know the best tools
available for managing projects
One of the core ingredients to make
a task successful is to have the right
tools for handling each aspect in them.
Smart Lazy managers know which
tasks are best left on automation
using software and which ones can
need manual input. Since smart Lazy
managers try to minimize manual
efforts, they are knowledgeable about
the tools that can be used to produce
maximum output.
They know how to get things done
Managing a project is an art. But to
become adept at this art, you need
people skills as well. That’s exactly
what a project manager has to do
i.e. get things done by others. An
active manager is more likely to do
a lot of micromanaging. But, smart
Lazy managers on the other hand let
others do the tasks. That’s probably
why smart Lazy managers are likely
to have the most productive teams
instead of those who are always
super active or frenzied.
They don’t interfere much in the work
of others
The best project managers are always
entrusting of their team members,
which is why you won’t often catch
them checking up on others after
every single hour. Their laziness allows
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them to ensure minimum amount of
interruption in other people’s work.
This in turn allows the team members
to live up with the expectation and
achieve perfection in whatever they
are doing.
If someone is lucky enough to be blessed
with the gift of laziness, he or she should
definitely enjoy it and exploit it. It is a
quality to be cuddled, nurtured, and
developed. If correctly utilized, laziness is
a one way ticket to great success.
B Chandra Shekar Reddy
Head of the Department
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YOUR REACTION MATTERS
MORE THAN WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU

nce upon a time” a daughter complained
to her father that her life was miserable
and that she didn’t know how she
was going to make it. She was tired
of fighting and struggling all the time. It seemed
just as one problem was solved, another one soon
followed.
Her father, a chef, took her to the kitchen. He filled
three pots with water and placed each on a high
fire. Once the three pots began to boil, he placed
potatoes in one pot, eggs in the second pot, and
ground coffee beans in the third pot.
He then let them sit and boil, without saying a
word to his daughter. The daughter, moaned and
impatiently waited, wondering what he was doing.
After twenty minutes he turned off the burners. He
took the potatoes out of the pot and placed them
in a bowl. He pulled the boiled eggs out and placed
them in a bowl.
He then ladled the coffee out and placed it in a cup.
Turning to her he asked. ‘Daughter, what do you
see?’
‘Potatoes, eggs, and coffee,’ she hastily replied.
‘Look closer,’ he said, ‘and touch the potatoes.’ She
did and noted that they were soft. He then asked
her to take an egg and break it. After pulling off the
shell, she observed the hard-boiled egg. Finally, he
asked her to sip the coffee. Its rich aroma brought
a smile to her face.
‘Father, what does this mean?’ she asked.
He then explained that the potatoes, the eggs and

coffee beans had each faced the same adversity–
the boiling water.
However, each one reacted differently.
The potato went in strong, hard, and unrelenting,
but in boiling water, it became soft and weak.
The egg was fragile, with the thin outer shell
protecting its liquid interior until it was put in the
boiling water. Then the inside of the egg became
hard.
However, the ground coffee beans were unique.
After they were exposed to the boiling water, they
changed the water and created something new.
‘Which are you,’ he asked his daughter. ‘When
adversity knocks on your door, how do you respond?
Are you a potato, an egg, or a coffee bean?’

Sudhamayee

Lecturer - Housekeeping
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data into actionable insights.
Monitor, measure and track your
performance with interactive Key
Performance Indicators.
Spot emerging trends that will set
you apart from the competition.
Make your business more efficient, more intelligent and more
profitable than you ever thought
possible.

Big Data Analytics in Restaurant Operations
The restaurant industry is one of
the most competitive sectors on
the planet. Not only do we as a
species need to eat and drink to
survive; communal dining is an
experience that people have cherished for centuries. And as we
love to dine out whenever we can,
there is a great deal of demand
for restaurants in towns, and cities across the planet.
But with such demand comes
a significant level of saturation,
which means that to thrive – or
indeed survive – in the restaurant
biz, getting ahead of the competition is essential. The National
Restaurant Association revealed
that around 60,000 new restaurants open every year out of which
50,000 restaurant locations close
their doors. A sobering statistics
indeed.
You might be wondering how you
can prevent your budding foodie
empire from joining the masses

of ‘almost made it’ restaurants
out there. While there’s no quickfire solution or definitive answer
to this question, we can say that
investing in data-driven solutions,
reporting tools, and leveraging the
power of restaurant analytics will
help you succeed in this most cutthroat of industries. By managing
your information with data analysis tools, you stand to sharpen
your competitive edge, increase
your profitability, boost profit
margins, and grow your customer base. Data offers the power to
gain an objective, accurate, and
comprehensive view of your restaurant’s daily functions.
What Are Restaurant Analytics?
At its core, restaurant analytics
is the concept of analyzing all of
the data related to your restaurant
business and transforming it into
actionable insights with the help
of business intelligence software
that will ultimately lead to significantly improved efficiency. In
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today’s hyper-connected digital
landscape, it’s possible to collect,
organize, and present every single
fragment of information – from
wait time to staff performance
and menu optimization – in a
way that will help your restaurant
evolve and improve on a continual
basis.
Why Are Restaurant Analytics
Important?
Restaurant data analytics will help
you get to the heart of the issue
and understand the whole truth
about your business. While we’re
on the subject, let’s look at how
business analytics for restaurants will help you make positive
changes that get real results. In
summary, restaurant-based data
analytics is crucial to the success
of your restaurant because they
enable you to:
Organize your data and omit any
metrics that are relevant to your
goals.
Transform your most valuable

Restaurants Analytics Can Help
Your Business
Expanding on our previous points,
it’s time to explore how embracing data-driven solutions can
help you answer questions and
improve efficiencies in a number
of key areas – in a real-world context. Here are six key ways that
restaurant-based analytics can
help your business.
• Increasing order sizes with
drinks: If you’re designing a new
beverage menu, you can look at
your restaurant analytics to see
what beverages people tend to
order with certain items on your
menu. Then, you can increase
these sales by suggesting these
already popular wine or beverages pairings with meals both
on the menu, and through your
wait staff.
• Getting more repeat business
with menu analytics: You can
use data analytics to identify
which items on your menu are
studs, and which ones are duds.
This works best in conjunction
with a customer loyalty program
so that you can track individual
customers’ patterns over time.
• Better staff performance: Let’s
say you rely on your manager’s
opinion when it comes to hiring
and promoting staff members.
This probably works fine – but
your manager might have their
own perceptions of what wait

staff is performing at a high level. If you have restaurant data
analytics related to employees’
average order size, for example,
you can have a much clearer
idea of who’s “bringing home the
bacon”.
• You can see (and anticipate)
trends: Once you’ve been using
your restaurant analytics for
a while, you’ll be able to know
things like: What your busiest
times of day are?, What your
busiest days are?, What holiday business is like?. Thanks
to these insights, you can plan
your staffing needs better and
make sure you’re not over or undermanned for any given shifts.
In order to make the most out of
this data, you will need to visualize it to comprehend it better.
• You can improve your financial
flow: In addition to better managing your inventory through
restaurant analytics software,
you’ll also be able to gain a
deeper understanding of where
you can adjust your profit margins to increase revenue while
maintaining an incremental
level of success. Moreover, the
data served up by analytics
software for restaurants will offer you a comprehensive insight
into the success of your deals,
offers, and comps. If certain offers work better than others, you
may want to focus on creating
promotional strategies to reach
a wider target audience. Alternatively, if you discover that a particular deal is costing you more
money than originally anticipated, you’ll be able to remove it or
make the changes necessary to
ensure it’s profitable.
• You can reduce food waste: As
a restaurant, food is money, so
the last thing you want to do is
waste it. Analytics software for
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restaurants can help you understand which products you’re
likely to need the most or least
quantities of according to their
shelf life in relation to demand at
specific times of the day, week,
month, or season.
Moreover, the insights delivered
by analytics software for restaurants will give you the information
you need to develop food preparation schedules that will ensure
you reduce your waste, maximize
your profit margins, and improve
your restaurant’s general organizational infrastructure.
Final Thoughts
Restaurant data analytics software is a priceless tool for any
modern, ambitious, and forward-thinking restaurateur. Restaurant data analytics will give
you an added competitive edge
that will help you understand your
customers in far greater detail.
You’ll also be able to uncover insights about your business that
you never even knew existed – it’s
through these discoveries that
the greatest growth occurs. In today’s cutthroat – but potentially
rewarding – restaurant biz, you
need every advantage you can get
to win on the food-based battlefield, and restaurant analytics will
help get you where you need to
be.

Vara Prasad PVS
Incharge Food & Beverage Service

Digital Detox
A digital detox refers to a period of time when
a person refrains from using tech devices
such as smartphones, televisions, computers, tablets, and social media sites. “Detoxing”
from digital devices is often seen as a way to
focus on real-life social interactions without
distractions. Before you decide if it is right for
you, consider some of the potential benefits
and methods of doing a digital detox.
Reasons for a Digital Detox
For many people, being connected and immersed in the digital world is just a part of
everyday
life. According to research from the Nielsen Company, the average U.S. adult spends
around
11 hours each day listening to, watching, reading, or interacting with media.
There are many reasons why you might want
to give up your mobile phone and other devices for a brief time. You might want to enjoy
time to yourself without the interference that
your phone and other devices create. In other
cases, you might feel like your device use has
become excessive and is adding too much
stress to your life.
In some situations, you might even feel like
you are addicted to your devices. Many experts believe that tech and device overuse
represents a very real behavioral addiction
that can lead to physical, psychological, and
social problems.
Technology can be stressful
While people often feel that they can’t imagine
life without their tech devices, research and

surveys have found that technology use can
also contribute to stress. . For many, it is the
ever-present digital connection and constant
need to keep checking emails, texts, and social media that accounted for the majority of
this tech stress. Evidence also suggests that
heavy device use, particularly prior to bedtime,
can interfere with sleep quality and quantity.
There is a connection between nighttime tech
use and increased body mass index.
Heavy device use may be linked to mental
health concerns
Heavy daily technology use was associated
with an increased risk for mental health problems among adolescents. More time spent
using digital technologies was linked to increased symptoms of ADHD and conduct disorder, as well as worse self-regulation.
Constant connectivity makes it hard to maintain work/life balance
That feeling of always being connected can make
it difficult to create boundaries between your home
life and work life. Even
when you are at home or
on vacation, it can be hard
to resist the temptation to
check your email, respond
to a text from a colleague,
or check in on your social
media accounts.
As the saying goes, comparison really can be the
thing of joy.
Preeti Bhutada
Detoxing from your social connections can
LecturerFront office
be a good way to focus on what’s important
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in your own life without comparing yourself to others. Fear of
missing out, known as FOMO, is the fear that you are missing the
experiences that everyone else is having. Constant connectivity
can feed this fear. Time to come out of this dreaded situation.
How to Do a Digital Detox
Some might suggest that a true digital detox would involve predefined abstinence from any and all digital devices and social
media connections, but it is important to make your device usage work for your own life and demands. Detaching from your
devices can benefit your mental well-being, but doing a digital
detox does not have to involve a complete separation from your
phone and other tech connections. The process is often more
about setting boundaries and making sure that you are using
your devices in a way that benefit, rather than harm, your emotional and physical health.
Set Limits
While it isn’t always possible or even preferable to completely

disconnect, setting limits on when these digital connections are
allowed to intrude on your time can be good for your mental
well-being.
For example, you might want to use your phone to play your Spotify or Apple Music playlist while you are working out, but setting
it to airplane mode will make sure that you aren’t distracted by
phone calls, texts, other messages, or app notifications during
your workout.
Other times when you might want to limit your digital device usage include:
• When you are eating meals, particularly when dining with other
people
• When you are waking up or going to bed
• When you are working on a project or hobby
• When you are spending time with friends or family
• Before you go to sleep each night.
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How to Achieve
Your Goals
Consistently
Effective goal setting requires consideration of the system that surrounds you. Too often, we set the
right goals inside the wrong system.
If you’re fighting your system each
day to make progress, then it’s going
to be really hard to make consistent
progress.

Safeguard Your
Child from Internet

There are all kinds of hidden forces
that make our goals easier or harder to achieve. You need to align your
environment with your ambitions if
you wish to make progress for the
long-run. Let’s discuss some practical strategies for doing just that.
Of course, defaults can be positive
as well.
The 5 steps to effective goal setting
1. Step 1: Write down your core values and set goals that align with
them. ...
2. Step 2: Eliminate the ‘good
enough’ goals that are getting in
your way. ...
3. Step 3: Create an action plan for
working towards your goals. ...
4. Step 4: Update your calendar and
•
schedule to reflect your goals.
5. Step 5: Optimize your work environment to make working on your
goals easier
How to measure your goals and
build off them
As you work towards your goals,
seeing progress will keep you motiSimilarly, many of the decisions we vated to stay the course.
make in our professional and per- Here are a few simple ones you can
sonal lives are shaped by the options use to start tracking and measuring
your progress:
that surround us.
• Smaller goals, more often: Just
https://img.etimg.com/thumb/width-640,height-480,imgsize-26323,resizemode-1,msid-51165558/untitled-13.jpg
like when you’re building your
If you sleep with your phone next to
process, writing down each step
your bed, then checking social meyou need to hit to get your goal is
dia and email as soon as you wake
a great way to track progress and
up is likely to be the default decision.
give yourself motivational “wins”
If you walk into your living room so
every day
and your couches and chairs all face
•
Use visual cues to see your prothe television, then watching televigress: A visual representation of
sion is likely to be the default deciyour progress can help to push
sion..
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How to Align Your Environment with
Your Goals:Although most of us have the freedom to make a wide range of choices at any given moment, we often
make decisions based on the environment we find ourselves in. For
example, if I wanted to do so, I could
drink an apple juice as I write this
article. However, I am currently sitting at my desk with a glass of water
next to me. There is no apple juice
in sight. Although I possess the capability to get up, walk to my car,
drive to the store, and buy an apple
juice, I probably won’t because I am
surrounded by easier alternatives. In
this case, taking a sip of water is the
default decision, the easy decision.

you forward and stay committed.
One way is the paperclip method,
where you start the day with a
stack of paperclips in one jar and
move them over whenever you do
a part of your goal process. Another way is to post a large calendar in your workspace and cross
off the days where you completed your daily process. Seeing that
streak going is a powerful reminder.
Build accountability by tracking
your time: RescueTime’s time
tracking and weekly reports give
you an honest look at how much
time you spent working on your
goals. While alerts and goals can
help you stay accountable to your
daily goals.

The Internet can be a wonderful place to
learn, shop, play games, and talk to your
friends. Unfortunately, there are also
predators, identity thieves, and others online who may try to harm you. In order to
be safe online, it’s important for you and
your Child to be aware of the dangers.
The importance of Internet safety in between a variety of information, personal
data, and property protection is really important. Today you can see various cybercrime and about the people cheated on
the internet. Cyber and computer crime is
increasing today. Around the world, as it
is being used for every big to small work,
the use of the internet in our daily life is increased. The use of the web in the online
bill payment, shopping, payment services,
internet banking, mobile banking and now
digital wallets look convincing for users.
That’s why the internet is a good source
for hackers, thieves and pickers too to
collect any confidential information from
any country. So, these are the reasons for
the importance of internet security today
around the globe.
Internet safety is important to secure
online transactions and while using digital wallets in mobiles. Especially kids,
teenagers, and less computer and internet literate people cheated more on the
Internet. It’s really important for parents
to check that are they falling into trap of
harmful activities online.
1/1
Generally, the internet
does not harm until
we choose to react to suspicious content
and websites. The first reason internet
harm is when you don’t know what you’re
doing. The second reason when other
force or entice you to react or click on
links such as attractive ads, infected
software download, and messages .Cybercriminals can be kids, teenagers, professional and big companies. They use

fake IP addresses, email
accounts, social media
profiles to track people.
They change their IP addresses to another country. Also, they steal private
information when people carelessly share
with unknown people or on social media
networks, reply to fake emails, etc. That’s
why it’s very important to reply only for
trusted inputs on the internet. And teenagers and kids need to connect only with
those people who they know personally.
Such security and safety practices are really effective to avoid hackers and spam
internet users.
Many kids are confident that they know
how to be safe online. However, there
are a few reasons kids are often more
at risk. They may not always think about
the consequences of their actions, which
can cause them to share too much information about themselves. Kids also are
sometimes specifically targeted by cyberbullies or predators.
There are different types of online dangers that exist. For example, kids and
teens may find inappropriate content on
the Internet, such as obscene language.
There is also a possibility of cyber bullying
or cyber harassment from others online.
This does not mean child will encounter
all of these threats. However, knowing
about the dangers can help us to make
smart decisions online.
GUIDELINES FOR INTERNET SAFETY
It can be difficult to keep Child completely safe online. Even if you set up parental
controls on your home computer, your
child will use many other computers that
don’t have parental controls. To keep your
child safe, you’ll need to teach them to
make good decisions online—even when
you’re not around.
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Below are some general tips you can use
when teaching your child about online
safety:
• Learn everything you can about the Internet. Being familiar with the Internet
will not only help you understand the
risks.
• Keep personal information private.
It’s usually a bad idea to post personal information online such as phone
numbers, addresses, and credit cards.
If criminals gain access to this information, they can use it to harm you or your
family.
• Use social networking sites safely.
Sites like Facebook allow kids—and
adults—to share photos and videos of
themselves, as well as have conversations with friends and strangers. If your
kids share something with friends, it’s
still possible for it to get into the wrong
hands. Generally, they should only post
something online if they’re comfortable
with everyone in the world seeing it.
• Encourage the child to speak if they
encounter a problem. If the child gets
into trouble online, Speak with Parents
instead of hiding it. Some times we accidentally encounter a bad site, even if
we’re doing everything right.
So, according to the above fears and
facts, you can say that the importance of
internet safety is very important for everyone around this world.

Ishika Bharke
Asst. Lecturer,
Front Office
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